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Abstract—Massive MIMO systems offer large spectrum effi-
ciency improvements but when applied to systems with non-
contiguous bands as commonly encountered in practice, their
performance gains are largely offset by the overhead in acquiring
channel state information (CSI). This paper presents three
schemes to enable overhead-efficient massive MIMO in non-
contiguous bands with frequency-selective channels. By incor-
porating CSI errors, CSI overhead, pilot contamination, and
guard interval cost, achievable rate or throughput expressions of
uplink and downlink of the proposed schemes are derived. Novel
resource adaptation mechanisms between uplink and downlink
are proposed and analyzed. Comparing with the conventional
frequency division duplexing scheme, analytical/numerical stud-
ies elaborate substantial spectrum efficiency enhancement and
flexible resource adaptation capability of the proposed schemes.

Index Terms—CSI overhead, Massive MIMO, Multi-band
TDD, Non-contiguous bands, Resource adaptation, Rotating FDD

I. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale antenna technology also known as massive
multi-input multi-output (MIMO) can substantially enhance
spectrum and energy efficiency [1] and has emerged as an
enabler for next generation wireless systems [2]. The key
ingredient for massive MIMO is the base station (BS)’s
knowledge of individual channel state information (CSI) of
all of its user equipments (UEs) for both uplink (UL) and
downlink (DL). For a system with a single contiguous band
using time division duplexing (TDD), CSI of UL and DL
can be obtained through the use of UL pilots and channel
reciprocity. The pilot overhead is generally proportional to
the number of total transmit antennas [3], and that number is
smaller for UL than DL in massive MIMO systems, which
justifies the approach of UL pilots. Due to the natural fit
of TDD to the CSI need of massive MIMO, most existing
massive MIMO works (e.g., [3], [4] and references therein) in
the literature consider TDD systems.

Spectrum allocations using non-contiguous bands are quite
common, e.g., see LTE frequency channels [5], due to pre-
existing spectrum allocations and non-availability of a suffi-
cient single contiguous band. For such scenarios, the UL and
DL of a system operate in different bands, which is commonly
known as frequency division duplexing (FDD). An advantage
of FDD systems is that under a peak power constraint, they
offer larger coverage than TDD systems. However, as UL and
DL CSIs are different in FDD systems, acquiring individual
DL CSIs for massive MIMO operation would require too
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excessive overhead. This overhead issue stands as a major
limitation of massive MIMO in FDD mode. There are only
a few works on massive MIMO with FDD in the literature.
They include low complexity CSI quantization [6], precoding
schemes to reduce CSI overhead by exploiting spatial corre-
lation of the channels across BS antennas [7], [8], and open-
loop and closed-loop training mechanisms exploiting temporal
correlation of the channels to reduce feedback overhead in
UL transmission [9]. These works also highlight importance
and need of overhead-efficient massive MIMO in FDD mode.
They accomplish some degree of overhead reduction, yet the
overhead issue still remains.

Wireless systems generally possess asymmetric traffics
where DL data rates are higher than UL data rates. In addition,
the traffic loads and asymmetry vary across times. Under
such scenarios, using a fixed resource allocation between UL
and DL does not yield efficient resource utilization and UE
support. To address this issue, recent TDD-based wireless
systems introduce resource adaptation between UL and DL
by means of adjusting UL duration and DL duration, i.e., with
different UL and DL frame durations or with different numbers
of UL and DL sub-frames of the same duration [5]. However,
for FDD-based systems, such resource adaptation is infeasible.
This fact is commonly viewed as one of the fundamental
limitations of FDD systems. However, as mentioned above,
both non-contiguous spectrum allocations and time-varying
traffic asymmetry continue to exist, and hence new innovations
to overcome these issues are much needed.

Motivated by the above issues, this paper considers mas-
sive MIMO in non-contiguous bands with frequency-selective
channels and time-varying asymmetric traffics. The technical
contributions include i) three system architectures that fa-
cilitate overhead-efficient massive MIMO in non-contiguous
bands, ii) analytical performance assessment for each archi-
tecture, and iii) resource adaptation mechanisms between UL
and DL of the systems with non-contiguous bands. Pilot
contamination issue is incorporated. We focus on system
level innovations not constrained by device implementation
complexity and cost.1 Novelty aspects are discussed next.

First, the three system architectures have not been con-
sidered for massive MIMO systems. These architectures re-
spectively exploit the concepts of rotating FDD (RFDD),
synchronous dual band TDD (STDD), and asynchronous dual
band TDD (ATDD). In RFDD, the UL and DL bands are
rotated after each transmission frame by which the required
CSIs for UL and DL are always obtained from the UL pilots.
We independently perceived this RFDD concept and later
found out that it appeared in a patent application [11] in the

1Implementation and interference management issues are open for further
investigation. They are not limiting factors as even a full duplex radio, once
thought to be impossible, has very recently become a reality (e.g., see [10]
and references therein).
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name of band switching (but no transceiver architecture was
presented there). STDD applies TDD on both non-contiguous
bands synchronously. Under the same peak transmit power
constraint, STDD has a smaller coverage range than RFDD.
ATDD also uses TDD on both bands but with a particular
time offset (thus, asynchronously) between the transmission
frames of the two bands. The time offset can be chosen to
avoid simultaneous transmissions from the two bands which
overcomes the coverage range limitation of STDD under
the peak power constraint. To the best of our knowledge,
STDD and ATDD in non-contiguous bands are new while the
application of RFDD in massive MIMO is also new.

Next, our analytical performance assessment not only pro-
vides the performance characteristics of the three new system
architectures but also incorporates system architecture depen-
dent overhead on top of the rate analysis which is new.

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing
approach for resource adaptation between UL and DL for
systems with non-contiguous bands. Such resource adaptation
capability is highly desired and beneficial due to UL and DL
traffic disparities and fluctuations. Thus, our resource adapta-
tion mechanism and its resolution enhancement approach are
novel and their impact on performance enhancement can be
quite significant.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the system and Section III presents the three system
architectures for massive MIMO in non-contiguous bands.
Section IV develops analytical achievable rate bounds for
each architecture. Section V introduces resource adaptation
mechanisms between UL and DL. Numerical performance
results are presented in Section VI and conclusions are drawn
in Section VII.

Notation: Vectors (matrices) are denoted by bold face small
(big) letters. The superscripts T , H , and ∗ stand for the
transpose, complex conjugate transpose and conjugate of a
matrix or vector, respectively. IK is the K×K identity matrix
and 0L is the L × 1 all zero vector. E{·} and ∥.∥ denote
expectation and Euclidean norm, respectively. n ∼ CN (0,C)
means n has a probability density function (pdf) of the zero-
mean complex Gaussian vector with covariance matrix C.
N (0, σ2) denotes a zero-mean Gaussian pdf with variance σ2.
The δki and Γ(·) denote the Kronecker delta and the Gamma
function, respectively. diag {a1, · · · , aK} means a diagonal
matrix with diagonal elements {a1, · · · , aK}.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

We consider a multi-cell massive MIMO system with two
non-contiguous bands which are assumed to have a sufficient
frequency separation between them to avoid interference to
each other (as commonly used in FDD systems). Extension to
more than two non-contiguous bands is also possible but for
better illustration of the proposed architectures and concepts,
we will use two bands throughout the paper. The carrier
frequencies of the lower band and the higher band are denoted
by fL and fH . We consider OFDM transmission with a
sub-carrier spacing of 1/T Hz and a cyclic prefix interval
of TCP seconds for frequency-selective channels. With DFT-

precoding, OFDM can be converted to single carrier trans-
mission with frequency domain equalization capability. For
frequency-flat channels, OFDM with DFT-precoding without
cyclic prefix yields a single carrier system. Thus, there is no
loss of generality. The transmissions in the lower and higher
bands can be respectively represented by individual OFDM
systems with N1 sub-carriers and N2 sub-carriers having the
same sub-carrier spacing, i.e., with bandwidths N1/T and
N2/T Hz.

Each BS has M antennas and each cell has K single-
antenna UEs. 2 User scheduling based on channel knowledge
can enhance system sum rate, e.g. see [12], but we do not
consider such issue. The frequency reuse factor is 1, and
there are Ncell − 1 interfering neighbor cells. Each BS uses
maximum ratio combining (MRC) receiver and maximum
ratio transmission (MRT). We note that our beamforming uses
estimates of channel gains as in MRC/MRT but there also
exist arrival/departure angle based beamforming and related
estimation schemes in the literature, e.g., [13]. We consider a
practical constraint that the transmitters are peak power con-
strained. As we are interested in achievable rate (or its bound),
we assume that each UE transmits on all available subcarriers.
As massive MIMO averages out the small scale fading effect,
processing across subcarriers to counter frequency-selectivity
is not needed.

Each frame consists of an UL sub-frame with duration TUL,
a receive-to-transmit guard interval TRTG (for circuit switch-
ing time to change from receive mode to transmit mode), a
DL sub-frame with duration TDL, and a transmit-to-receive
guard interval TTRG (for two-way propagation and circuit
switching time), or it can start with a DL sub-frame followed
by TTRG, an UL sub-frame, and TRTG. The frame length
is generally determined by the latency requirement, channel
time variation level, and frame overhead, and typically fixed
in cellular standards. Thus, we consider a fixed frame duration,
but TUL and TDL can be changed for resource adaptation
between UL and DL. Suppose the first sub-frame has Nsym1

OFDM symbols and the second sub-frame has Nsym2 OFDM
symbols. Then, depending on the resource adaptation, Nsym1

and Nsym2 can be changed but Nsym1 + Nsym2 , Nsym is
fixed.

We consider quasi-static channels where channel gains re-
main the same within each frame. Small-scale fading channels
are assumed to be independent and identically distributed
across BS antennas and across UEs with L1 and L2 channel
taps having Rayleigh envelopes in the lower and higher bands,
respectively, (frequency-flat if Li = 1 and frequency-selective
if Li > 1). For conciseness, in the following, we will use
L channel taps and N sub-carriers without distinguishing
between the lower and upper bands. For example, if the
considered band is the lower band, it implies that L = L1

and N = N1.
For CSI acquisition, each of the K UEs in a cell is assigned

with one of the K orthogonal pilot signals in each band to

2For a UE with multiple antennas, independent channels can be viewed as
single-antenna virtual UEs. For correlated channels, an appropriate precoding
can transform those correlated channels into (possibly a smaller number of)
orthogonal channels which can be treated as single-antenna virtual UEs.
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transmit at the beginning of its UL transmission. The same
pilot set is reused in other cells. The minimum pilot overhead
is KL1 tones for the lower band and KL2 tones for the
higher band. We adopt optimal orthogonal pilot designs from
[14] which yield minimum overhead if log2(L) is an integer.
If minimum pilot overhead is desired for the case where
log2(L) is not an integer, the pilot design with approximately
equal pilot tone spacings from [15] can be used at a cost
of marginal performance degradation. If KL > N , more
than one OFDM symbol is needed for pilot transmission,
and time division multiplexing (TDM) pilot design or code
division multiplexing across time (CDM-T) pilot design from
[14] can be applied. Within each OFDM symbol carrying
pilots, frequency division multiplexing (FDM) or code division
multiplexing in frequency domain (CDM-F) pilot designs from
[14] can be applied. Thus, without loss of generality, we will
present pilot signal model of one OFDM symbol. Suppose the
K pilot signals in time-domain are denoted by N × 1 vectors
{xk : k = 1, 2, · · · ,K}. Define Xk to be an N ×L circulant
matrix with the first column given by xk, for k = 1, · · · ,K,
and the m-th column given by the m times downward cyclic
shifted version of xk. With the orthogonal pilot design, we
have XH

j Xk = EaδjkIL, (N ≥ L). We define the pilot power
in time domain as q , Ea

N .

The large-scale fading (path loss and shadowing) model

is β̃ilk = aψ/(dilk

d0
)ν with a =

(
λ

4πd0

)2
[16], where the

λ is carrier wavelength, d and d0 are the distance and
the reference minimum distance of user to BS, ν is the
path loss exponent and ψ is log-normal shadow fading, i.e.
10 log10(ψ) ∼ N

(
0, σ2

shadow,dB

)
. Note that we can normalize

β̃ and noise by a without affecting Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR), hence in the following signal model we use β = β̃/a
and the normalized noise.

The channel impulse response between UE k in cell l
and antenna m of the BS in cell i (will be simply called
BS i) is given by an L × 1 vector g̃ilkm =

√
βilkhilkm,

where βilk is a real variable responsible for large-scale fad-
ing and hilkm is a complex L × 1 vector responsible for
small scale fading. βilk is assumed to be the same for all
channels between UE k in cell l and all the antennas at
BS i due to the assumption of co-located BS antennas, thus
the index m is omitted. We assume hilkm to be Rayleigh
fading with uncorrelated taps, i.e., hilkm ∼ CN (0L,Σ) with
Σ = diag{[σ2

1 , · · · , σ2
L]} and tr{Σ} = 1. In the same

way as [17]–[19], we assume large scale fading coefficients
{βilk, i, l = 1, · · · , Ncell, k = 1, · · · ,K} are known at all
BSs, and this assumption is justified since large scale fading
coefficients change very slowly compared with small-scale
fading coefficients and they can be reliably estimated 3.

The N × 1 received pilot vector in time domain at antenna

3The assumption of each base station knowing individual {βilk} of other
cells is in fact not necessary and the required information for the MMSE
channel estimator can be easily obtained as in [20] which shows almost the
same estimation performance as the MMSE with perfect knowledge of {βilk}.

m of BS i is given by

yim =

Ncell∑
l=1

K∑
j=1

Xj g̃iljm + nim (1)

where nim is AWGN with nim ∼ CN (0N , σ
2
noiseIN ) with

σ2
noise = 1. BS i applies minimum mean squared error

(MMSE) channel estimation as [21]

ˆ̃gilkm = ΦilkX
H
k yim (2)

where Φilk , 1
Ea

(
1

βilk
Σ−1 +Ψ−1

ilk

)−1

Ψ−1
ilk , with Ψilk ,

(
∑Ncell

l′=1,l′ ̸=l βil′k)Σ + 1
Ea

IL. After more simplification, we
have

Φilk = βilkdiag{ηik,1, · · · , ηik,L} (3)

where ηik,m , σ2
m

1+σ2
mEa

∑Ncell
l′=1

βil′k
. So, from (2) and (3), we

conclude
ˆ̃gilkm =

βilk
βiik

ˆ̃giikm. (4)

The role of (4) is to facilitate the rate analysis by decompos-
ing the inter-cell interference into a correlated term and an
uncorrelated term with respect to the desired user’s channel
estimate (more details in the Appendix).

Next, due to the MMSE property under the Gaussian signal
model, the channel estimate ˆ̃gilkm and its error ẽilkm ,
ˆ̃gilkm − g̃ilkm are independent and they are distributed as
ˆ̃gilkm ∼ CN (0L,Σˆ̃gilk

) and ẽilkm ∼ CN (0L,Σẽilk
). Σˆ̃gilk

and Σẽilk
are L × L diagonal matrices with jth diagonal

elements given by
[
Σˆ̃gilk

]
jj

= β2
ilkσ

2
j /(

∑Ncell

l′=1 βil′k +

1/(Eaσ
2
j )) and [Σẽilk

]jj = βilk(σ
2
j

∑Ncell

l′=1,l′ ̸=l βil′k + 1/Ea)

/(
∑Ncell

l′=1 βil′k + 1/(Eaσ
2
j )).

The N × 1 frequency domain channel vector for the link
from UE k in cell l to antenna m of BS i is given by
gilkm =

√
NFLg̃ilkm where FL is first L columns of the

N -point unitary DFT matrix. The corresponding frequency
domain channel vector estimate and its error vector are
ĝilkm =

√
NFL

ˆ̃gilkm and eilkm =
√
NFLẽilkm. Again,

due to the MMSE property, ĝilkm and eilkm are independent
and distributed as ĝilkm ∼ CN (0N ,Σĝilk

) and eilkm ∼
CN (0N ,Σeilk

), where their covariance matrices are given by
Σĝilk

= NFLΣˆ̃gilk
FH

L and Σeilk
= NFLΣẽilk

FH
L . Note that

Σĝilk
and Σeilk

individually have the same diagonal elements
which are given by

[Σĝilk
]nn = tr{Σˆ̃gilk

} , ζilk, (5)

[Σeilk
]nn = tr{Σẽilk

} , ηilk. (6)

The channel gain, its estimate, and estimation error on
subcarrier n, given by the nth elements of the corresponding
vectors, are respectively denoted by gilkm,n, ĝilkm,n, and
eilkm,n with the following relationship

gilkm,n = ĝilkm,n + eilkm,n (7)

and they are distributed as gilkm,n ∼ CN (0, βilk), ĝilkm,n ∼
CN (0, ζilk) and eilkm,n ∼ CN (0, ηilk). The statistics of
the channel, channel estimate and channel estimation error
are the same across subcarriers. Due to the large number
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of BS antennas, after precoding/beam-forming, the relative
fluctuations of the effective channel gains across the subcar-
riers are substantially suppressed. 4 Thus, frequency diversity
exploitation is not much relevant and massive MIMO systems
just apply per-subcarrier processing only. Under such system
setup, the signal model can be decoupled for each subcarrier.
The channel for each subcarrier is frequency-flat5, and per-
subcarrier channel statistics are the same across subcarriers.
Thus, the signal model is the same on each subcarrier. Con-
sequently, the achievable rate expression is the same across
subcarriers, and we can omit the subcarrier index. gilkm,n,
ĝilkm,n, and eilkm,n will be denoted by gilkm, ĝilkm, and
eilkm. In the rate analysis, we can simply consider a signal
model based on a subcarrier similar to frequency-flat channel
but the corresponding channel estimation MSE which is differ-
ent from the frequency-flat channel needs to be used. Define
gilk , [gilk1, gilk2, · · · , gilkM ]T which represents the gains of
the channels from UE k in cell l to all the antennas of BS i and
has CN (0M , βilkIM ) distribution. ĝilk and eilk are defined in
the same way with respective distributions CN (0M , ζilkIM )
and CN (0M , ηilkIM ). The overall M × K channel matrix
from the K UEs of cell l to BS i is denoted by Gil whose
kth column is gilk. Similarly, the M ×K matrix of channel
estimates is denoted by Ĝil whose kth column is ĝilk. Let
sul represent a K × 1 UL data vector on a subcarrier in cell
l where its kth element is UL data of UE k, E{sul } = 0K

and E{sul (sul )H} = IK . Then, the corresponding UL received
signal vector on a subcarrier collected from the M antennas
of BS i is

yu
i =

Ncell∑
l=1

√
puGils

u
l + nu

i (8)

where nu
i ∼ CN (0M , σ

2
noiseIM ) is AWGN term with σ2

noise =
1 and pu is the UL transmit data power. BS i applies MRC
processing on the received signal on each subcarrier as

rui = ĜH
ii y

u
i (9)

where the kth element of rui denoted by ruik represents the
decision variable for UE k of cell i.

Define the DL complex data vector on a subcarrier for the
K UEs of cell l as sdl = [sdl1, · · · , sdlK ]T with E{sdl } = 0K

and E{sdl (sdl )H} = IK . For the DL transmission, on each
subcarrier, BS l linearly precodes the data vector sdl through
an M ×K precoding matrix Wl and transmits them. The kth
column of Wl is denoted by wlk with ∥wlk∥ = 1. We define
wik , ĝ∗

iik

∥ĝiik∥ for MRT precoding. The received signal at UE
k in cell i is given by

rdik =
√
pd

Ncell∑
l=1

gT
likWls

d
l + ndik (10)

where pd is the DL data transmit power ndik ∼ CN (0, σ2
noise) is

AWGN with σ2
noise = 1. The total transmit power at each BS is

4For example, the effective channel gain on a subcarrier for an ideal MRC
precoding is distributed as a central Chi square with 2M degrees of freedom
(DoF) and the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean is 1/

√
M .

5by appropriately setting the cyclic prefix (CP) to be longer than the channel
length and the reciprocal of the subcarrier spacing to be substantially longer
(e.g., 4 times or more) than the CP.

Kpd. Similar to [19], the UE’s receiver uses the mean effective
channel gain as its channel knowledge for data detection, thus,
no DL training is used.

III. TRANSCEIVER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES

We present three transceiver system architectures for mas-
sive MIMO in non-contiguous bands.

A. Rotating FDD (RFDD)

In this architecture, the UL band and the DL band are
alternated in each transmission sub-frame, i.e., the carrier
frequencies of the UL and DL bands are alternated or rotated
between fL and fH before the beginning of each transmission
sub-frame. The UL band in the current sub-frame becomes the
DL band in the next sub-frame, so the CSI of the DL for the
next sub-frame can be obtained from the pilots in the current
UL sub-frame. This effectively solves the CSI overhead issue
of massive MIMO in the conventional FDD scheme. Fig. 1
presents the system architecture for a transceiver with RFDD
where the difference from the conventional FDD architecture is
the adaptation/switching in the duplex filter and the frequency
synthesizer. Fig. 2 shows an example architecture for the
adaptive duplex filter which swaps the bandpass filters (BPFs)
for the transmit and receive signals through a switching circuit.
Basically it has two modes where mode 1 receives in the
higher band and transmits in the lower band while mode 2
receives in the lower band and transmits in the higher band.
The switching circuit facilitates changing between the two
modes at the beginning of every sub-frame as instructed by the
control signal. An adaptive frequency synthesizer for RFDD
is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the transmit carrier frequency
f1(t) and the receive carrier frequency f2(t) are generated
by a simple switching circuit and a dual output frequency
synthesizer.

The transmit and receive timelines of RFDD in the two
bands are shown in Fig. 4 for BS and UEs. The BS timeline
serves as the reference and is designed based on the target
coverage range or the UE at the cell edge (UEedge), while UE
k with propagation delay τk adjusts its transmit and receive
timelines through synchronization (ranging [22]) to conform
to the BS reference timeline. TUL,H and TDL,H represent the
frame lengths of UL and DL in the higher band, and TUL,L

and TDL,L are those in the lower band. For RFDD, we set
TDL,H = TUL,L and TUL,H = TDL,L so that the transmissions
from the two bands do not overlap and there is always some
guard interval for switching the bands.

B. Synchronous Dual Band TDD (STDD)

STDD applies TDD for both bands synchronously. The
corresponding architecture is shown in Fig. 5 where the two
carrier frequencies fL and fH are generated by a dual output
frequency synthesizer. The BS reference timelines are shown
in Fig. 6 where we set TDL,H = TDL,L and TUL,H = TUL,L

for synchronous operation between the two bands. The receive
branch may require a dual-band band-pass filter (not shown
in the figure) to filter out other signals. Due to TDD, required
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CSIs for both UL and DL can be obtained from UL pilots.
The peak transmit power is shared between the two bands,
which somewhat limits the coverage range or data rate under
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C. Asynchronous Dual Band TDD (ATDD)

ATDD allows asynchronous TDD transmissions on the two
bands, and an architecture for ATDD is shown in Fig. 7. The
required CSIs for massive MIMO are obtained in the same
way as in STDD. As the TDD transmissions of the two bands
need not be synchronous, depending on the setting of the
transmission timeline of the two bands, there may be overlap
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signal of the other band. There can also be time-overlap
of transmissions from the two bands during which coverage
range or data rate would be reduced under the peak transmit
power constraint. ATDD’s transmission timeline can be set as
in STDD (no duplex filter), as in RFDD (no rate sacrifice
under peak power constraint), or between them depending on
system requirements (e.g., UL and DL traffic loads as will
be discussed in SectionV). An example of the BS reference
timeline without overlapped transmissions (i.e., overcoming
the peak power constraint issue of synchronous architecture)
is shown in Fig. 8, for which duplex filters are required.

The architecture in Fig. 7 is developed with adaptability for
various scenarios in mind, thus it includes switches to bypass
duplex filters when they are not needed (to avoid unnecessary
insertion loss). If desired, the architecture can be simplified
for a particular fixed scenario.

D. Characteristics Comparison

Here, we describe some key characteristics of the three
architectures. RFDD needs an adaptive duplex filter. STDD
experiences more limited coverage range or data rate than
RFDD under the peak transmit power constraint. ATDD has
most general transmission patterns (including those of RFDD
and STDD), and may have similar coverage and data rate
limitation of STDD when its transmission patterns follow
STDD. ATDD offers more flexible resource adaptation than
the other two, as will be discussed in a later section. The delays
of feedback signaling (e.g., ARQ) in RFDD and ATDD can
be smaller than those in STDD since the transmission frames
of the two bands in the former architectures are consecutive
across time except the guard intervals (see the figures of
their frame timeline), so feedback can be sent on the earlier
transmission band of the two bands.

The proposed schemes are in general not limited to non-
contiguous bands and could be applied to a single contiguous
band by dividing it into two adjacent bands. In this case,
STDD will be the same as TDD with a single band, while
RFDD and ATDD would need to handle i) self-interference at
each transceiver as there will be significant leakage from the
transmit chain to the receive chain and ii) intra-system multi-
user interference arisen from duplexing (unable to sufficiently
suppress transmit signal of other user at the receiver of a user).
There exists a similar concept for a single contiguous band
[23] which considers multi-point to multi-point transmission,
but due to the above mentioned issues, the communication
range is rather limited. Thus, although such extension of
the proposed work is theoretically feasible, it will require
substantial research which is beyond the scope of this paper.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We first present rate expressions, and then considering
system overheads including pilots, cyclic prefix and guard
intervals, we present throughput for different schemes.

A. Rate Expression

There exist several rate analyses of massive MIMO systems
[17]–[19], [24]–[27] in the literature but for our considered
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systems with multi-cell and pilot contamination, relevant
works are [26] which derives both UL and DL rates and [27]
which concerns with DL rate only. However, both [26] and
[27] consider frequency-flat channels and single band TDD
systems while our system has frequency-selective channels
and two non-contiguous bands. We note that the DL rates
in [27] and [26] are different due to differences in signal
models (different constraints in precoding and different desired
received signal term). Our DL rate expression is adopted from
our work in [27] by additionally incorporating frequency-
selective channels, their channel estimation MSEs which could
be different for the two non-contiguous bands, and related CSI
acquisition overhead. We also derive our UL rate expression
but later find that it can also be obtained from [26] although
the approaches in derivation are different.

As discussed in Section II, for the considered system the
signal model is the same on each subcarrier. Thus, the sum rate
over all the N subcarriers is N times the rate on a subcarrier.
We will present the rate expressions per subcarrier in the
following. The lower bound of the achievable rate expression
on a subcarrier for UL transmission is given in (11), where pu
is the UL transmit data power per subcarrier, and ζilk is the
variance of the channel estimate on the considered subcarrier
which is given in (5). Although (11) can be obtained from [26],
we obtain it by a different approach which could be beneficial
for other research developments and hence our proof for (11)
is briefly given in Appendix A.

The lower bound of the achievable rate on a subcarrier
of DL is given in (12), where c1(M) ,

(
Γ(M+ 1

2 )

Γ(M)

)2
, and

c2(M) ,M−c1(M). Note that for a large M , c2(M) ≈ 0.25
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Ru
ik,n = log2

(
1 +

(M − 1)ζiik

(M − 2)
∑Ncell

l=1,l ̸=i ζilk +
∑Ncell

l=1

∑K
j=1 βilj − ζiik + 1

pu

)
(11)

Rd
ik,n = log2

(
1 +

c1(M)ζiik

(c2(M)− 1)ζiik +K
∑Ncell

l=1 βlik + (M − 1)
∑Ncell

l=1,l ̸=i ζlik + 1
pd

)
(12)

and c1(M) ≈ M [19]6. We observe from the plot of c2(M)
versus M that c2(M) monotonically increases and saturates
to 0.25 and it is well approximated by 0.25 even at a medium
value of M , e.g., c2(60) = 0.2495. Thus, the approximate
expressions of c1(M) and c2(M) are accurate for a moderate
or large M . The power pd is the DL transmit signal power
per subcarrier per user. The proof for (12) can be obtained
from [27] by replacing the statistics of the channel estimate
of frequency-flat channels in [27] with those of frequency-
selective channels presented in (5), thus it is omitted.

B. System Throughput

In this section, considering DL and UL rate expressions as
well as overhead due to pilots, CP and guard intervals, we will
present system throughputs. The UL pilot overhead is KL1

tones for the lower band and KL2 tones for the upper band.
The total guard interval is TG = TTRG+TRTG. The total time-
frequency resource amount of the system for a combined UL
sub-frame and DL sub-frame is WTtot where W = 1

T (N1 +
N2) and Ttot = TG+Nsym1(T+TCP)+Nsym2(T+TCP). We
use a normalized throughput which is the achievable data rate
of the considered link (UL, DL, or UL+DL) normalized by
WTtot. Such normalization is adopted due to two reasons.
First, the sum of the normalized throughputs of UL and
DL gives the overall normalized throughput of the system
(UL+DL). Second, they also serve as convenient metric values
in resource adaptation between UL and DL.

Let Ru
ik,L, Rd

ik,L, Ru
ik,H, and Ru

ik,H denote the UL and DL
achievable rate on a subcarrier in the lower band and the higher
band, respectively. Note that for frequency-flat channels the
rates in the two bands are equal, but for frequency-selective
channels they can be different because of different channel
estimation MSEs due to different numbers of channel taps.

First, we present the normalized throughputs of RFDD and
STDD. Their UL and DL normalized throughputs for UE k
in cell i are given by

ρu,RFDD
ik =

(Nsym1N1 −KL1)R
u
ik,L + (Nsym2N2 −KL2)R

u
ik,H

(N1 +N2)(Nsym) + (N1 +N2)(
TG

T + TCP

T Nsym)
(13)

ρd,RFDD
ik =

(Nsym1N2)R
d
ik,H + (Nsym2N1)R

d
ik,L

(N1 +N2)(Nsym) + (N1 +N2)(
TG

T + TCP

T Nsym)
(14)

6c1(M) and c2(M) correspond to (E[θ])2 and var(θ) in [19].

ρu,STDD
ik =

(Nsym1N1 −KL1)R
u
ik,L + (Nsym1N2 −KL2)R

u
ik,H

(N1 +N2)(Nsym) + (N1 +N2)(
TG

T + TCP

T Nsym)
(15)

ρd,STDD
ik =

(Nsym2N1)R
d
ik,L + (Nsym2N2)R

d
ik,H

(N1 +N2)(Nsym) + (N1 +N2)(
TG

T + TCP

T Nsym)
.

(16)

Suppose the system has a constraint of maximum transmit
power per UE, i.e., E. Then, the transmit power per subcarrier
is given by E

Nsimul
where Nsimul is the number of subcarriers

simultaneously used. For example for RFDD, data and pilot
transmit powers per subcarrier for UL and DL are q = pu =
pd = E

N1
in the lower band and q = pu = pd = E

N2
in the

upper band. But for STDD, due to simultaneous transmissions
in the two bands, pilot and data transmit powers per subcarrier
for UL and DL are given by q = pu = pd = E

N1+N2
.

Next, we present normalized throughputs for ATDD. We
assume the total numbers of OFDM symbols per frame in
the lower and higher bands are the same and equal to Nsym.
But the number of OFDM symbols for an UL sub-frame
is Nsym,L1 in the lower band and Nsym,H1 in the higher
band. The corresponding numbers for a DL sub-frame are
Nsym,L2 = Nsym−Nsym,L1 and Nsym,H2 = Nsym−Nsym,H1.
The two quantities Nsym,L1 and Nsym,H1 can be set indepen-
dently. An additional parameter to adjust for ATDD is the
delay between the frame starts of the two bands. This delay
influences the transmission overlap between the two bands
which can affect the transmit powers of the two bands under
a peak transmit power constraint.

As we mentioned before, under per-UE peak transmit power
constraint, if there is time-overlap in transmissions in the two
bands, the transmit power per subcarrier is reduced. Thus,
depending on the parameter setting, ATDD may have two
intervals with different subcarrier powers within a frame.
To account for it, we introduce modified notations for the
rate expressions as Ru

ik,L(A,B), Rd
ik,L(A,B), Ru

ik,H(A,B)

and Rd
ik,H(A,B) where A and B represent pilot power per

subcarrier and data power per subcarrier, respectively.
We consider the scenario without UL transmission overlap

between the two bands. The reason is that the UL transmission
overlap will reduce the UL pilot power, which will degrade
channel estimation accuracy and both UL and DL rates.
From Fig. 8, we obtain a general condition to avoid UL
transmission overlap as TUL,H + TRTG ≤ TDL,L + TTRG or
TUL,L + TRTG ≤ TDL,H + TTRG. As can be observed in
Fig. 8, the above condition guarantees that each RX frame
of BS (i.e., TX frame of UE) in the higher band can be
sandwiched between two RX frames of BS (i.e., TX frames
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of UE) in the lower band without any time-overlap while
keeping circuit switching time Tcs for transceiver mode change
between between any two successive TX frames of UE in
different bands. With typical setting of TRTG = Tcs and
TTRG = 2τedge + Tcs, the condition can also be expressed
by dividing both sides with (T + TCP) as

Nsym,H1 ≤ Nsym,L2 +

⌊
2τedge
T + TCP

⌋
. (17)

OFDM systems typically have 2τedge < T + TCP, thus the
above condition reduces to Nsym,H1 ≤ Nsym,L2, i.e., the
UL sub-frame length is not larger than the DL sub-frame
length. The sub-frame length condition is fortunately in line
with typical DL-dominated traffic loads. Next, the time offset
between the two bands should be set to avoid UL transmission
overlap.

Under UL transmission non-overlap case with a maximum
transmit power constraint, the normalized throughputs of UL
and DL of ATDD read as (18) and (19) shown at the top of
next page.

Similar to the throughput computation of RFDD, STDD and
ATDD, by incorporating pilot and guard interval overhead, we
can obtain the normalized throughputs of UL and DL of a
conventional FDD scheme with massive MIMO as

ρu,FDD
ik =

(NsymN1 −ML2 −KL1)R
u
ik,L

(N1 +N2)(Nsym)(1 +
TCP

T )
(21)

ρd,FDD
ik =

(NsymN2 −ML2)R
d
ik,H

(N1 +N2)(Nsym)(1 +
TCP

T )
. (22)

The above FDD rates are substantially affected by the large
pilot overhead due to the large number of BS antennas. Rd

ik,H

in the above is the same as that given in (12) as we assume
perfect feedback of the UEs’ DL MMSE channel estimates
through the UL. However, for practical FDD systems, BS’s
knowledge of its DL channel would be degraded by additional
errors in extracting DL channel estimates, thus its actual DL
rate would be worse than (12) and the above DL throughput
represents an optimistic result.

The total normalized throughput of the system (UL+DL) is
given by

ρik = ρuik + ρdik (23)

where we use corresponding UL and DL throughput ex-
pressions of RFDD, STDD, ATDD or FDD to obtain the
corresponding total normalized throughput.

The spectrum efficiency expression of each link (UL or DL)
is given by the achievable rate normalized by the resource
amount of the considered individual link. If we split the guard
time overhead cost equally between UL and DL, the spectrum
efficiency expressions for the UL and DL of RFDD, STDD
and ATDD are given as follows:

ϱu,RFDD
ik =

(Nsym1N1 −KL1)R
u
ik,L + (Nsym2N2 −KL2)R

u
ik,H

N1(Nsym1(1 +
TCP

T ) + TG

2 ) +N2(Nsym2(1 +
TCP

T ) + TG

2 )
(24)

ϱd,RFDD
ik =

(Nsym1N2)R
d
ik,H + (Nsym2N1)R

d
ik,L

N2(Nsym1(1 +
TCP

T ) + TG

2 ) +N1(Nsym2(1 +
TCP

T ) + TG

2 )
(25)

ϱu,STDD
ik =

(Nsym1N1 −KL1)R
u
ik,L + (Nsym1N2 −KL2)R

u
ik,H

(N1 +N2)Nsym1 + (N1 +N2)(
TG

2T + TCP

T Nsym1)
(26)

ϱd,STDD
ik =

(Nsym2N1)R
d
ik,L + (Nsym2N2)R

d
ik,H

(N1 +N2)Nsym2 + (N1 +N2)(
TG

2T + TCP

T Nsym2)
(27)

ϱu,ATDD
ik =

{
(Nsym,L1N1 −KL1)R

u
ik,L+

(Nsym,H1N2 −KL2)R
u
ik,H

}
/{

N1(Nsym,L1(1 +
TCP

T
) +

TG
2
)+

N2(Nsym,H1(1 +
TCP

T
) +

TG
2
)

}
(28)

ϱd,ATDD
ik =Bik/

{
N1(Nsym,L2(1 +

TCP

T
) +

TG
2
)+

N2(Nsym,H2(1 +
TCP

T
) +

TG
2
)

}
. (29)

Note that the spectrum efficiency of the overall system
(UL+DL) is not necessarily the average of the UL and DL
spectrum efficiencies, and a proper weighted average should
be applied especially when the bandwidths of the two bands
are different. On the other hand, the normalized throughput
of the overall system given in (23) represents the spectrum
efficiency of the overall system.

V. RESOURCE ADAPTATION BETWEEN UPLINK AND
DOWNLINK

An important characteristic of a system is its capability of
resource adaptation between UL and DL since UL and DL
traffic loads in practice are asymmetric and time-varying as
well. For systems with non-contiguous bands, FDD is con-
ventionally applied but no resource adaptation mechanism is
available in the literature. Here, we present resource adaptation
mechanisms for such systems by means of RFDD, STDD, and
ATDD schemes. As presented earlier, the UL and DL through-
puts depend on the numbers of OFDM symbols in the UL and
DL subframes, i.e., Nsym1 and Nsym2 = Nsym−Nsym1. Thus,
the adaptation is accomplished by changing them.

For RFDD, the time-frequency resource amounts (numbers
of tones across time and frequency) allocated to UL and DL,
respectively denoted by κu,RFDD and κd,RFDD, are given by

κu,RFDD = Nsym1N1 +Nsym2N2

= NsymN2 +Nsym1(N1 −N2) (30)

κd,RFDD = Nsym(N1 +N2)− κu,RFDD

= NsymN1 +Nsym1(N2 −N1). (31)

From (30) and (31), we can see that RFDD can perform
resource adaptation between UL and DL if N1 and N2
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ρu,ATDD
ik =

(Nsym,L1N1 −KL1)R
u
ik,L(

E
N1
, E
N1

) + (Nsym,H1N2 −KL2)R
u
ik,H(

E
N1
, E
N1

)

(N1 +N2)(Nsym) + (N1 +N2)(
TG

T + TCP

T Nsym)
(18)

ρd,ATDD
ik =

Bik

(N1 +N2)(Nsym) + (N1 +N2)(
TG

T + TCP

T Nsym)
(19)

where

Bik , (Nsym,L1N2)R
d
ik,H(

E

N2
,
E

N2
) + (Nsym,H2 −Nsym,L1)N2R

d
ik,H(

E

N1 +N2
,
E

N2
)

+ (Nsym,H2 −Nsym,L1)N1R
d
ik,L(

E

N1 +N2
,
E

N1
) + (Nsym,H1N1)R

d
ik,L(

E

N1
,
E

N1
). (20)

are different or equivalently if the two bands have different
bandwidths.

The corresponding resource amounts for STDD are

κu,STDD = Nsym1(N1 +N2) (32)

κd,STDD = (Nsym −Nsym1)(N1 +N2) (33)

and those for ATDD are

κu,ATDD = Nsym,L1N1 +Nsym,H1N2 (34)

κd,ATDD = (Nsym −Nsym,L1)N1 + (Nsym −Nsym,H1)N2.
(35)

We can see from (30)-(35) that RFDD and STDD have one
parameter Nsym1 to adjust for resource adaptation, but ATDD
has two parameters Nsym,L1 and Nsym,H1 for adjustment.
Thus, ATDD exhibits more flexible resource adaptation than
the other two. However, if the system has a peak transmit
power constraint, the ATDD’s adaptation should avoid some
of the resource allocation settings with transmission overlap
in the two bands which suffer substantial rate loss due to the
transmit power sharing between simultaneous transmissions in
the two bands. In the numerical result section, we will show
results for the case without UL transmission overlap.

As the adjustment parameters are discrete integers within
certain ranges, there are finite numbers of possible operation
points in resource adaptation. For RFDD and STDD, there are
Nsym − 1 operation points. For ATDD, by checking the num-
ber of points of integer parameter pairs (Nsym,H1, Nsym,L2)
satisfying the condition 1 ≤ Nsym,H1 ≤ Nsym,L2 ≤ N − 1
(from the sentence following (17) and the range of the
parameters), we obtain 0.5Nsym(Nsym − 1) operation points.
But as mentioned before, the ATDD adaptation should exclude
some points with substantial rate loss incurred by simultaneous
transmissions from the bands. The selection of the operation
points of ATDD for resource adaptation can easily be done by
numerical evaluation of the throughput expressions.

As can be seen from (30)-(35), the bandwidths of the two
bands (represented by N1 and N2) could also influence the
operation points or range of the resource adaptation. Thus, for
future systems, the allocation/setting of the bandwidths of the
two bands should also consider the targeted range of resource
adaptation so that the systems are more capable of handling
traffic fluctuation and disparity between UL and DL.

The above numbers of operation points for RFDD, STDD
and ATDD are reasonably sufficient for practical applications.

If a finer granularity in resource adaptation is desired, we
propose to change the adjustment parameter(s) over a few
successive frames. For convenience of presentation, first we
define operation point as ratio of the amount of DL resources
and the amount of UL+DL resources, i.e. κu

κu+κd , over the
considered number of successive frames. For example, for
RFDD, setting two different values of Nsym1, say (A1, A2),
for every two successive frames, the operation points for
adaptation are given by

κu,RFDD

κu,RFDD + κd,RFDD
=
NsymN2 +

A1+A2

2 (N1 −N2)

Nsym(N1 +N2)
(36)

instead of NsymN2+Ai(N1−N2)
Nsym(N1+N2)

. Then the adaptation resolution
of the operation point improves from (N1−N2)/(Nsym(N1+
N2)) to 0.5(N1−N2)/(Nsym(N1+N2)). Similarly, for every
V successive frames, setting values of Nsym1 for the V frames
to be (A1, A2, . . . , AV ) yields

κu,RFDD

κu,RFDD + κd,RFDD
=
NsymN2 +

∑V
i=1 Ai

V (N1 −N2)

Nsym(N1 +N2)
,

(37)

where κd,RFDD and κu,RFDD represent the total resource
amounts over V successive frames for DL and UL, respec-
tively. Again, the operation point resolution for adaptation is
improved by a factor of V .

In multi-cell environments, not to cause additional intercell
interferences, adjacent cells should adopt the same resource
adaptation between UL and DL which can be determined by
a mobile switching center which those cells are connected
to. This practical constraint is the same as in TDD systems
where BSs synchronize to each other and apply the same
resource adaptation between UL and DL. For example, LTE
specification defines several modes of resource adaptation in
terms of sub-frame configurations for TDD. Note that such
resource adaptation is done based on medium-term traffic
statistics (i.e., at a much larger time scale than channel
adaptation), and due to similarity of traffic load patterns across
cells, the UL and DL traffic load disparity is relatively similar
across adjacent cells. Thus, even though individual cells would
have different instantaneous UL and DL traffic load disparities,
the adaptation would still offer overall improvement of system
capacity. This aspect will be illustrated in the next section.
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VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the massive MIMO performance
of RFDD, STDD, ATDD, and FDD in frequency-selective
Rayleigh fading channels with exponential power delay profile
and 3 dB decay per tap. Most of the results are obtained under
the peak transmit power constraint, but we also include a set of
results without such constraint for completeness. We assume
pilots and data tones have the same power for each scheme.
Under the constraint of per-UE peak transmit power E, RFDD
and FDD have the transmit power per subcarrier of E/N1 and
E/N2 in the two bands. But STDD has the transmit power
per subcarrier of E/(N1 + N2) in both of the bands. For
ATDD, the transmit power per subcarrier is the same as STDD
(or RFDD) during the time with (or without) transmission
overlap between the two bands. When no peak transmit power
constraint is imposed, all schemes use the same transmit power
per subcarrier. We use a typical multicell structure with L = 7
cells and frequency reuse factor of 1. We assume the users in
each cell are uniformly located in the disk with radius 1000 m
around BS not closer than d0 = 100 m to BS, and the distance
of user k in cell l to BS i is denoted by dilk. So, {βilk} are
independently generated by βilk = ψ/(dilk

d0
)ν where ν = 3.8,

10 log10(ψ) ∼ N
(
0, σ2

shadow,dB

)
with σshadow,dB = 8. The

SNR is defined as SNR=p.E{βiik}
σ2
noise

, where p is transmit power
and the expectation is performed over shadow fading and user
locations. Under our simulation setting, E{βiik} = −12.2dB
(which corresponds to E{β̃iik} = −84.6dB at 1 GHz). There
are K = 10 UEs in each cell. The OFDM parameters are
chosen to be consistent with LTE parameters, i.e., Nsym = 14,
T = 1/15 (ms), TCP = 4.7µs, and TG = 6.7µs (based on
the round-trip delay of a cell with radius 1000 m). Results
are averaged over 10,000 realizations of random large scale
fading coefficients.

A. Performance Analysis

Here, we present the overall normalized system throughput
(spectrum efficiency) given in (23) under the system setting
of N1 = N2 = 128 subcarriers, L1 = L2 = 8 chan-
nel taps, the same resource amount between UL and DL,
Nsym1 = Nsym2 = 7 symbols, and M = 60 BS antennas.
Under the above setting, ATDD can have two settings ATTD1
and ATDD2 where their transmission timelines are the same
as that of RFDD and STDD, respectively.7

Fig. 9 shows the spectrum efficiency versus the per-UE peak
transmit power E (under the setting of E{βiik} = −12.2dB,
σ2
noise = 1) for RFDD, STDD, ATDD, and FDD. RFDD and

ATDD1 clearly outperform all the other schemes. STDD and
ATDD2 have 3 dB SNR loss due to the peak power constraint
of E if compared to RFDD, ATDD1 and FDD. Thus, the
performance of STDD and ATDD2 is worse than FDD at low
E but substantially better than FDD at high E where FDD’s
higher CSI overhead cost outweighs SNR loss of STDD and
ATDD2. The performance of STDD and ATDD2 approach that

7With the same total bandwidth, the performance of TDD in a system with
a single band is the same as that of STDD in two non-contiguous bands.
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Fig. 9. Normalized system throughput comparison under the per-UE peak
transmit power E with M = 60 (E{βiik} = −12.2dB, σ2

noise = 1)
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Fig. 10. Normalized system throughput comparison with M = 60

of RFDD and ATDD1 at high E where the performance gets
saturated by pilot contamination and CSI errors.

Next, we show the spectrum efficiency versus per-UE SNR
(i.e., without the peak transmit power constraint) in Fig. 10. In
this case, RFDD, STDD, ATDD1, and ATDD2 have the same
performance and they substantially outperform FDD due to
FDD’s much higher CSI overhead.

The effects of the number of BS antennas (M ) on RFDD,
STDD, ATDD, and FDD are illustrated in Fig. 11 under a fixed
E = 30 dB (E{βiik} = −12.2dB, σ2

noise = 1). A larger M
yields better spectrum efficiency for RFDD, STDD and ATDD.
The same is true for FDD up to M = 70 (insignificantly
increase from M = 50 to M = 70) but beyond which
FDD’s performance degrades with the increase of M due to
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Fig. 11. Effects of the number of BS antennas on the normalized system
throughput (E = 30dB, E{βiik} = −12.2dB, σ2

noise = 1 )

the increased CSI overhead toll. Also recall that the presented
performance of FDD is optimistic due to the assumption of
perfect CSI feedback through UL.

B. Resource Adaptation between UL and DL

In this subsection, we present the resource adaptation ca-
pability of RFDD, STDD, and ATDD. Note that FDD does
not have such capability. Furthermore, the effects of the frame
length (Nsym) and the bandwidths of the two bands (N1 and
N2) on the resource adaptation capability are also illustrated.
We assume E = 30 dB (E{βiik} = −12.2dB, σ2

noise = 1), and
M = 60 BS antennas. The adaptation is done through Nsym1

for RFDD and STDD, and through Nsym,L1 and Nsym,H1 for
ATDD. As mentioned before, the frame timeline of ATDD is
set to avoid UL transmission overlap.

The (un-normalized) throughputs per sub-frame (i.e., the
numerators of (13)-(16), (18), and (19)) versus the allowable
normalized DL resource amount (i.e., κd

κu+κd ) are shown in
Fig. 12, Fig. 13, and Fig. 14 for RFDD, STDD, and ATDD,
respectively. The left sub-plots show effects of changing the
number of subcarriers with Nsym=14. The right sub-plots
presents effects of changing Nsym with N1 = 128, N2 = 512
subcarriers and L1 = 8, L2 = 32 channel taps. We observe
the following:

• As expected, the operation points and ranges for resource
adaptation differ across the three schemes, and ATDD
offers a lot more operation points for resource adaptation
than RFDD and STDD as it has more degrees of freedom
in adaptation.

• Different bandwidth ratios (N1/N2) do not affect the
operation points and range of adaptation of STDD but
they do influence those of RFDD and ATDD. The smaller
ratio of the smaller to the larger bandwidth offers a
wider resource adaptation range for RFDD and ATDD
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Fig. 12. Effects of bandwidths and frame length on the resource adaptation
of RFDD and corresponding operating points

which could be exploited in spectrum allocation of future
systems.

• A larger number of OFDM symbols per frame does not
affect the adaptation range but it can improve the resolu-
tion of resource adaptation for all the three schemes.

• ATDD’s performance curves show slight dispersion (more
obvious for UL). This is caused by two factors: 1)
the normalized rates (especially for UL) can be quite
different for the two bands due to their different channel
estimation MSEs and 2) the adaptation can be done by
changing the UL subframe length of the lower band
(Nsym,L1), of the higher band (Nsym,H1) or both. For
the two bands with different bandwidths, the gradual
increases of the resource amount ratio between DL and
DL+UL (x-axis in the figure) correspond to different
combinations of Nsym,L1 and Nsym,H1 which together
with the different normalized rates of the two bands result
in slight dispersion of the rate curves.

Fig. 15 compares the performance and adaptability of
RFDD, STDD and ATDD. It can be seen that ATDD provides
more adaption points but STDD has the widest adaptation
range. The average throughputs of ATDD and RFDD are
higher than that of STDD.

Fig. 16 illustrates further enhancement of resource adapta-
tion granularity by means of changing the value of Nsym1

within every 10 consecutive frames under the same frame
length Nsym. The approach can be applied to all RFDD,
STDD, and ATDD schemes, but we use RFDD with N1 = 128
and N2 = 512 as an example. By comparing Fig. 16 and
the corresponding case in Fig. 12, we can observe that this
approach yields a very fine granularity of resource adaptation.

Next we present the performance of resource adaptation in
multicell environments. We assume the same total resource
amount for RFDD and FDD, with Nsym = 14 and N1+N2 =
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Fig. 13. Effects of bandwidths and frame length on the resource adaptation
of STDD and corresponding operating points
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Fig. 14. Effects of bandwidths and frame length on the resource adaptation
of ATDD and corresponding operating points

1000. We consider three traffic scenarios where the average
DL resource amount is 2, 5, and 10 times the average UL
resource amount. The actual requested resource amounts for
UL and DL for different cells are modeled to be independent
and identically distributed as R∗ = (1+0.1N (0, 1)) R̄∗ where
∗ represents either UL or DL, and R̄DL/R̄UL = 2, 5, or 10
depending on the scenario. We assume users in each cell have
the same ratio of UL and DL requested resource amounts
(as we are only concerned with system performance, not
individual user performance), and the transmit power on each
subcarrier is set to 30dB with E{βiik} = −12.2dB, σ2

noise = 1.
As FDD cannot adapt resources between UL and DL, to show
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performances of different FDD spectrum allocation settings,
we consider 3 FDD settings where N1 and N2 for FDD are
designed to match to R̄DL/R̄UL of the three scenarios. For
RFDD, we use only one setting of N1 = 23 and N2 = 977,
(obtained from (30) and (31) with κd,RFDD/κu,RFDD = 10
and Nsym1 = 13) and apply three settings of sub-frame length
adaptation based on R̄DL/R̄UL. The RFDD adaptation is the
same across all cells and is managed by the mobile switching
center.

Fig. 17 compares the throughput performance of three FDD
schemes (3 settings) and RFDD in multicell environments with
the three traffic scenarios mentioned above. The results are
obtained from 10,000 realizations of random large scale fading
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Fig. 17. Resource adaptation performance in multi-cell environments

coefficients and 1000 realizations of DL and UL resource
requests. If we neglect CSI overhead cost, the FDD schemes
perform well only when their spectrum allocation matches to
the traffic scenario, but RFDD performs approximately the
same as the best of the 3 FDD schemes at each traffic sce-
nario. This illustrates the advantage of the proposed resource
adaptation in multicell environments. When CSI overhead cost
is included, RFDD’s performance is slightly reduced but FDD
schemes suffer substantial performance loss.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented three schemes (RFDD, STDD, and
ATDD) for overhead-efficient massive MIMO systems in
non-contiguous bands with frequency-selective channels. In-
corporating CSI estimation errors, pilot contamination, CSI
overhead and guard interval cost, we have derived their achiev-
able rate or throughput expressions for both UL and DL. If
compared with an optimistic performance of the conventional
FDD (obtained by assuming perfect feedback of CSI estimate
through UL), the proposed schemes show several advantages.
Under the peak transmit power constraint, STDD could have
smaller throughput than FDD for low to moderate values of
the transmit peak power and the number of BS antennas but
it has substantially higher throughput than FDD as the peak
transmit power or/and the number of BS antennas increase.
Without the peak transmit power constraint, STDD always
outperforms FDD. Both RFDD and ATDD with a proper
setting substantially outperform FDD for all scenarios. Next,
we have also developed resource adaptation schemes between
UL and DL and presented their operating points and ranges
of resource adaptation with reference to adaptation parame-
ters, bandwidths and frame length. We have also proposed a
scheme for granularity enhancement of resource adaptation by
changing the numbers of OFDM symbols per frame devoted to
UL and DL over several successive frames. The conventional
FDD is incapable of resource adaptation but practical systems

show highly asymmetric and dynamic traffics. The proposed
flexible resource adaptation for the proposed schemes provides
a practically appealing additional advantage over the FDD.
Overall, the proposed strategies offer promising solutions for
overhead-efficient massive MIMO systems in non-contiguous
bands.

APPENDIX A

This Appendix presents the proof for (11). The following
lemma shows how some interference terms are correlated. This
characteristic is critical in computing interference power in the
proof.

Lemma 1. The estimated channel between UE k in cell l and
BS i on a subcarrier is related to the channel estimate between
UE k in cell i and BS i as

ĝilk =
βilk
βiik

ĝiik. (38)

Proof. From (4) and definitions of ĝilk and ĝiik in Section II,
we arrive at (38).

From (9), the UL received signal of UE k in cell i can be
given as

ruik =
√
pu∥ĝiik∥2suik + Iik (39)

where Iik ,
∑5

j=1 Iik,j with Iik,1 ,
√
puĝ

H
iikeiiks

u
ik, Iik,2 ,

∑K
j=1,j ̸=k

√
puĝ

H
iikgiijs

u
ij ,

Iik,3 ,
∑Ncell

l=1,l ̸=i

∑K
j=1,j ̸=k

√
puĝ

H
iikgiljs

u
lj , Iik,4 ,∑K

j=1,j ̸=k

√
puĝ

H
iikgilks

u
lk and Iik,5 , ĝH

iikni. Based on
[28, Appendix I], the lower bound on achievable rate is given
by

R̃u
ik = E{log2(1 +

pu∥ĝiik∥4

E{|Iik|2|ĝiik}
)} (40)

where the outer expectation is over ĝiik, the expectation
in the denominator is over all other random variables, and
E{|Iik|2|ĝiik} =

∑5
j=1 E{|Iik,j |2|ĝiik}. From Section II,

we have gilk ∼ CN (0M , βilkIM ), ĝilk ∼ CN (0M , ζilkIM )
and eilk ∼ CN (0M , ηilkIM ). Conditioned on ĝiik and due
to the independence of ĝiik from eiik, giij (j ̸= k) and
gilj (j ̸= k), we have ĝH

iikeiik|ĝiik ∼ CN (0, ηiik∥ĝiik∥2),
ĝH
iikgiij |ĝiik ∼ CN (0, βiij∥ĝiik∥2), and ĝH

iikgilj |ĝiik ∼
CN (0, βilj∥ĝiik∥2). However, due to pilot contamination,
ĝiik and gilk are dependent. To proceed further, we replace
gilk by ĝilk + eilk and ĝilk by βilk

βiik
ĝiik from (38). Then

we have ĝH
iikgilk|ĝiik ∼ CN

(
(βilkβiik

)∥ĝiik∥2, ηilk∥ĝiik∥2
)
.

Applying the above results, the power of five interference
terms defined below (39) can be obtained as E{|Iik,1|2|ĝiik} =

pu∥ĝiik∥2ηiik, E{|Iik,2|2|ĝiik} = pu
∑K

j=1,j ̸=k ∥ĝiik∥2βiij ,
E{|Iik,3|2|ĝiik} = pu

∑Ncell

l=1,l ̸=i

∑K
j=1,j ̸=k ∥ĝiik∥2βilj ,

E{|Iik,4|2|ĝiik} = pu
∑K

j=1,j ̸=k(
βilk

βiik
)2∥ĝiik∥4 + ηilk∥ĝiik∥2,

and E{|Iik,5|2|ĝiik} = ∥ĝiik∥2. Then, we can write
R̃u

ik = E{log2(1 + 1
X )} where X , 1

∥ĝiik∥2

(ηiik +
∑K

j=1,j ̸=k βiij +
∑Ncell

l=1,l ̸=i

∑K
j=1,j ̸=k βilj

+
∑Ncell

l=1,l ̸=i ηilk + 1
pu
) +

∑Ncell

l=1,l ̸=i(
βilk

βiik
)2. Next, with

the use of Jensen’s inequality for a convex function,
i.e., E{log2(1 + 1

X )} ≥ log2(1 + 1
E{X} ), and the fact
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that 1
∥ĝiik∥2 has an inverse gamma distribution with

E{ 1
∥ĝiik∥2 } = 1

(M−1)ζiik
, and after some simplification using

ζilk + ηilk = βilk, we arrive at the lower bound on achievable
rate Ru

ik as given in (11).
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